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This hinge allows a door to swing
clear of the opening and fold back into
a pocket at right angle to the closed
position. No part of the hinge projects
beyond the face of the door in either
opened or closed position.
Interesting architectural effects are
made possible by the use of this hinge.
The door can be designed in such a
way that when in the pocket, it forms
a deep paneled reveal. Its use is not
conf ined to traditional design, but is
equally effective in contemporary work.
Detail shown for 1-3/4” door thickness

1-3/4”
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Rajack - Custom Harmon Hinge
The Rajack Harmon Hinge is a hand made, pocket door hinge. The base metal is solid
brass or bronze only. It is available in every f inish we offer. Custom f inishes required must
be accompanied by a sample or a sample to match existing hardware. This hinge folds
back into a pocket at a right angle to the closed position of the door.
Cost depends on door thickness size, e.g., 1 1/4”, 13/8”, 13/4”, 2”, 21/4”, 21/2”, 3”
Other sizes may be quoted and custom made. The door thickness is vital information in
order for us to quote or for an order to be processed. The maximum swing for this hinge is
120 degrees. It is feasible to use a pair and a half or two pair on a very heavy and/or tall
door. Only a small portion of this hinge is visible when installed.
Lead time is generally 2 - 6 weeks, depending on f inish required and shop schedule.
Please advise individuals handling this special hardware not to take them apart.
We advise not to schedule plating by others if it can be avoided. They are to be installed
by a qualif ied mechanic who is familiar with the proper installation. Also note, that the socket
heads on each hinge must all be facing out or all inward when installed. All doors and
jambs must be absolutely straight and plumb. All doors must be checked for bowing traits, if
so, they will buckle and not operate, this will result in costly damage.
We recommend and offer consultation regarding all aspects of the Harmon Hinge, as well
as all other Rajack Hardware before specifying, ordering and installation.
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